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To DWDM systems (Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing)
that can have more than 100 optical channels
(described e.g. in our whitepaper Passive DWDM

G.652B

Systems),
Or more and more frequently encountered
PON and NG PON, where along with the GPON
1490/1310 nm wavelengths, other channels
appear, for example the so-called RF 1550 nm
overlay, which is used to broadcast the “analog”
television, or new spectral blocks defined for various versions of 10G PON, TDM PON, and WDM
PON.
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Figure 1. Spectral attenuation characteristics of 50 km G652B and G.652D
fibers with schematically shown CWDM channel positions
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In such situation, it is essential to be able to diagnose the root

What can the power available at the monitoring port tell us?

cause of the problem, of course preferably without turning the

It depends on the link and installer’s equipment. In the simplest

already operating channels off. Also, during link operation, some-

case, it gives information about the total optical power and

thing can happen and some channels may stop functioning, or

whether it changed since e.g. last year – a simple power meter

errors may start to appear, and their cause has to be diagnosed.

(such as the FIBRAIN FOPM-250) would be enough for this. This

Only the capability to effectively diagnose guarantees fast instal-

way, we can monitor link ageing (and unfortunately DDMI readin-

lation and low installation and maintenance cost of fiber-optic

gs on the transceivers do not guarantee any stability or accuracy).

links.

If we are installing a new channel, on the power monitoring port
on the multiplexer we should see an increase of the total power

The best tools for such noninvasive diagnostics are monitoring

corresponding to the power of the channel. Immediately we can

ports built into the network, mostly at the end points, so in the

see if e.g. the installer did not confuse the client ports or if the

multiplexers and demultiplexers. They can be OTDR monitoring

CWDM transceiver is indeed a 1430 nm tranceiver as supposed

ports (which enable reflectometer measurements of live network

and if the channel is “getting up.” If we have a more intelligent

in order to detect e.g. a broken cable or fiber bend) or power

power meter or spectrum analyzer, the available power brings

monitoring ports. We will focus on the second type in this article.

much more useful information. In a CWDM link we can have up

Power monitoring port is an additional port which decouples
a small ratio of the total optical power from the main line so that
it can be analyzed without disconnecting the main line cable. In
the case of multiplexers, it is usually an additional port that is
the output line port’s “younger brother”, and it typically decouples

to 18 channels, and let us assume that for some reasons only
one of them does not operate. If we have an inexpensive, but
very useful FIBRAIN FCPM-18/1310 CWDM meter (shown in Fig.
3), it measures individual power of each channel in this link simultaneously and we can clearly see which ones are present and
what is their relative power. Thanks to this, the technician knows
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Figure 2. Bidirectional CWDM link with monitoring
1% or 5% of the total power launched into the line cable. In the
case of demultiplexers, it is a similar port, which carries a small
ratio of the total incoming power to the demultiplexer from the
link before further demultiplexing. The spectrum available at the
demultiplexer’s power monitoring port gives information about
what happens between the terminals. In the case of bidirectional
transmission in one fiber, the same terminal functions as both
the multiplexer and demultiplexer, so in this case it is worth to
install a bidirectional power monitoring port in it, which would
allow simultaneous analysis of what is launched into the link and
what comes out of it. Fig. 2 schematically shows such a bidirectional link with bidirectional monitoring ports on both sides.

where to look for the cause of the problem (maybe the optical
fiber started recovering the water peak or one of the transceiver
wavelengths fluctuates, or else the installer has bent the fiber
too strongly, or otherwise everything is fine optically, but the active device is misconfigured). In DWDM links, monitoring is even
more critical. In long, optically regenerated links, the signal power levels need to be uniform, otherwise one channel may e.g.
saturate optical amplifiers or nonlinearly distort other signals. It
is also possible that optical noise in the case of a few channels
starts to degrade the transmission, which can be easily, quickly,
and painlessly checked by connecting optical spectrum analyzer
to the power monitoring port.
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2 dB for other wavelengths. Moreover, the way the FBT couplers
are manufactured causes the water peak at about 1383 nm to re
-appear during the manufacturing process. This results not only
in false power measurement results for this spectral region on
the monitoring port, but also increases the attenuation of the
“production” part of the power that propagates in the 99% port
of the coupler (on the line port of the multiplexer).
Fig. 4 shows spectral characteristics of the low-percentage ports
for typical 1/99% and 5/95% FBT couplers (the third, much more
flat one is for monitoring port manufactured in an alternative
technology, which we shall get to in a moment). As we can see,
Figure 3. FCPM-18/1310

the 1% port, which would be nominally described as the 20 dB
monitoring port, in practice has losses very nonlinearly changing

As we can see, power monitoring ports are extremely useful and

by almost 2 dB in the whole CWDM range. The 5% port (nominal-

indispensable help for every technician at the stage of instal-

ly described as 13 dB) has about 1 dB of loss variation. It means

lation and maintenance of every fiber-optic link in which more

that to be able to accurately approximate the actual power in

than one wavelength propagates. Moreover, the cost of power

the line cable for a given monitored optical channel , the tech-

monitoring port is a small fraction of the cost of the whole mul-

nician would need to know the “calibration curve” of the port.

tiplexer, so it is a functionality that is really cost-effective and

This is impossible in practice. It is even more upsetting as many

worth having even if currently it may not be directly used in the

CWDM and DWDM meters (including the FCPM-18/1310) have

link, because in three years such an application will most likely

user-settable offset functionality (a method of referencing the

be found.

power monitoring port attenuation so that the power displayed
corresponds to the power in the line cable so power of the actual

As mentioned, power monitoring port typically carries 1% or 5%

interest). It also needs to be remembered that for example 2 dB

of the total power – it is meant not to add large excess losses

of false power reading for any channel in a DWDM or CWDM

in the link, and at the same time the available power has to be

link can mean a BER difference between 1e-7 (unacceptable) to

higher than the optical meter sensitivity. To obtain such functio-

1e-15 (ideal) or shows presence of dirt on one of the connectors.

nality, a low-percentage FBT (Fused Biconical Tapering) coupler is

Such dirt might not cause problems just yet, but with time it can

most often added. The FBT coupler technology has the advanta-

migrate towards the core of the fiber if our terminal is placed e.g.

ge of allowing to manufacture 1x2 couplers with any split ratio,

in a cabinet next to railway tracks.

so also 1/99% and 5/95%. Unfortunately, it also has disadvantages. The crucial one is the fact that the split ratio is strongly dependent on wavelength. This means that coupler with a nominal
split ratio of 1/99% for 1310 and 1550 nm can have attenuation
higher on the 1% port (so on the power monitoring port) even by
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Figure 4. Characteristics of monitoring ports manufactured in the FBT and flattened technologies
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Figure 5. Characteristics of line ports manufactured in the FBT and flattened technologies
G.652B
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As we can see, using the FBT technology
to achieve the power
26

stics (which facilitates power budget calculations), which can be
seen in Figure 5. The best part of it is the cost of the flattened

drawbacks which are simply impossible
to eliminate because
20

nal ports manufactured in FBT technology.
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